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“The members of the UU Meeting House hold sacred each individual’s
spiritual and ethical development. We welcome all and seek unity in diversity.
We commit ourselves in service to the wellbeing of the congregation and to all of
life.”~~Mission Statement of the Unitarian Universalist Meeting House of Provincetown
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There is a sun in every person.
Rumi

THE HOUSE

The cornerstone in Truth is laid,
The guardian walls of Honour made,
The roof of Faith is built above,
The fire upon the hearth is Love:
Though rains descend and loud winds call,
This happy house shall never fall.

THE DOORSTEAD

The lintel low enough to keep out pomp and pride:
The threshold high enough to turn deceit aside:
The doorband strong enough from robbers to defend:
This door will open at a touch to welcome every friend.
from Inscriptions For A Friend’s House, by Henry Van Dyke, 1852-1933

“I've always

painted pictures
in which human
love floods my
colors.”
Marc Chagall

“Painting a
Dream”
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Sunday, February 4: One Foot in Front of the Other
Rev. Kate Wilkinson

When life is overwhelming, it helps to take things one step at a time. Sometimes, just
putting one foot in front of the other is all we can do. Last year musical artist and activist Melanie DeMore wrote a song called One Foot in Front of the Other, Lead with
Love. This song has been going through my head a lot these days and this morning we
share it with you.

Sunday, February 11: Love: Paying it Forward
Rev. Kate Wilkinson

Sometimes when we show our love and care to someone we receive it back from them in
a full circle of completion. Sometimes we give love in one direction and receive it back
from another source. When the UU Meeting House was flooded, we received love and
care from all kinds of directions. And much of the love we had sent out into the world
over the course of our long history came back to us full circle.
Let’s hear some of those stories.

Sunday, February 18: Waiting on Seed Catalogues
Rev. Kate Wilkinson
As a New England farmer’s daughter I am drawn to gardening metaphors for life.
This is the time of seed catalogues in the farming cycle and they speak to me of hope.
Join me as I explore the meaning of hope in this season of our living.

Sunday, February 25:
Social Action Committee leading service

Exploring Our Inner~Being & Ways~of~Being “Here Now” on this Planet

A Note from Rev. Kate
A Note from Rev. Kate
A Note from Rev. Kate
Flooded…Twice!

Helping Hands. . .

Another UUMH great idea! Do
you need a ride? have a pet who
needs a walk? need some medication picked up? Helping Hands
has been at work since 2016
assisting the UUMH community.
Every month a different volunteer
is in charge of matching your
need up with someone who has
volunteered to help. These volunteers are creative and resourceful
people---don’t hesitate!
Dianne Kopser is the facilitator:
508-237-1321

The first flood came on Thursday, January 4. It came with the high tide… a super
tide. It breached our floors, pumping six inches of salt water into the Meeting House,
covering our entire first floor. Hours later we could still see feet of murky water in
the crawl space under the Boiler Room and the Rogers Room. The receding tide
left quite a mess behind… fried electronics, soggy cardboard boxes full of files and
supplies, and a thin layer of mud covering everything it had touched.
The second flood came soon after… a flood of love and care. Individuals (both
members and friends) showing up while the storm still raged to help our old building.
People dropping by in the coming days and weeks to see what they could do. Online
donations from near and far. Checks in the mail with little notes
saying, “Thinking of you!” and “We LOVE the Meeting House. So sorry this has
happened.”
The second flood is what has been helping us to get through the first
one. Without the continued outpouring of support from our community
and beyond, there is no way we would be able to get through this.
Flood recovery takes a long time. Luckily, love has endurance too.
Please continue to show your love and care for this Meeting House
in all the ways that you have been. You never know how even the
smallest gesture of support can be what makes the difference to our
volunteers, staff, and contractors as we continue to clean up,

Reese Brewer from First Parish, Brewster delivers cleaning supplies and support
after the flood. Hear the full story on Sunday, February 11.

recover, and restore this magnificent Meeting House.
And we thank you!
Rev. Kate

Among Ourselves
Among Among Ourselves Ourselves
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The Pastoral Care Team is operating at a disadvantage for this issue of the newsletter. Jane Lea was out of
commission for a couple of months; Bruce De Ste Croix is, once again, out of commission (see below). Now,
our beloved Meeting House is somewhat out of commission. And, Reverend Kate has been out flat tending
to all our losses (see below). The Committee was unable to meet this month so, bear with us if we have
missed out on something important. That being said, here is what we do know:
Bruce De Ste Croix has broken both leg bones above his original surgical site. He is casted and back to
living on his first floor. Please send him love and light and prayers for healing without surgery. Bruce, we are
here for you for sure.
Kalden Wangmo is tending to her sister and mother in Leominster. Kalden’s sister just had neck
surgery and will need Kalden’s TLC for a while. We miss her when she’s gone, but totally understand the call
to caretaking under these circumstances.
It’s great to have Wave back with us. Also loved seeing

June Martin recently.

We send love to Dianne Kopser, who is in the midst of a hard and costly snag with a friend. We
have your back, Dianne.
We send our love and congratulations to Kat Black and Chris Vasquez
who announced their engagement
at a Sunday service in January!
We cannot even begin to name all those who have helped with the clean up of the Meeting House. It has been the silver
lining, seeing all those who came, members or not, to lend a hand.

Rev. Kate Wilkinson has been nothing short of Wonder

Woman in all that she has dealt with in recent weeks. She has demonstrated her love for us ten fold! The Meeting House has
drawn in so many in this effort. It really is amazing how beautiful this community is in times of need. Thank you all.

David

LaVangie and Keith Hunt went above and beyond. We love you two. We love all of you who have helped in whatever way you
have. AND, we feel loved. You are all our heroes!

The Clean Up Crew (some of them)
The Clean Up Crew (some of them)
The Clean Up Crew (some of them)

Tracy Kachtick-Anders
Pat Medina

Kate Wallace Rodgers

The first “wave”--Rev. Kate, Lisa, Keith, David

Lorraine Kujawa ironing Rev. Kate’s papers

Up Periscope!

Your fans love
ya,Char

Crisis / Opportunity
We who live in sight of the silvery sea

Next day, people came out to see and sift and sort

sliding to and fro by the glow

in the wake of the wash-out.

of the waxing / waning moon…

Holding up wads of debris, wondering, “What’s this?”

We who love the soothing sound

Piles of what once held us in place—

of the whoosh and sloosh

carpets and planks and files full of important

of liquid salt licking rock into bits of crystal…

(not-so-important) bits of the past.

Was it any surprise on the day of the Wolf’s

In a blink, it all went wobbly, wavy, soggy and stinky,

fullest moon that this hook made of sand

slumping deftly into mud.

we love to live on
Now, we’re all shoveled out.
		

got swallowed whole in the teeth of the giant
Deep?

		

		

into every low-lying nook and crann

		

swirling, swelling, careening around and
straight through
whatever once was solid—concrete collapsing into its

		

who stepped in to clear the space.

Swept in on a surge of surf unleashing the
power of search

		

Thanks to strangers and friends

former self of sand and water

What will we make of it?
What has opened up in the empty center?

In the empty center of each of us,
what will we make of each new empty space
between thoughts, between breaths,
now? Now

and water
and water.

Ellen Anthony
January 2018

The Faithify Campaign
(A “GoFundMe” type of site created by the Unitarian Universalist Association)

has accepted donations on our behalf from people like you for $12,860! Thank you so much.
Our Faithify effort will accept donations until March 8. Spread the word, please!
https://faithify.org/projects/relief-fund-provincetown-ma-winter-storm-flood/
Individual Donations have come into the UUMH totalling to date about $6,000!
It looks like we will have to replace almost all of our electrical system. This is going to be a huge
project. We need to make extensive repairs to our elevator. We are tearing out walls up to two
feet that were compromised by the flood waters, and we learned that in addition to immediately
known losses our refrigerator was also lost during the flood, as well as several wall cabinets.
Any additional funding will be put to good use immediately. We thank you!!!
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Check out the UUMH website
for a WEEKLY
announcement of events!
www.uumh.org
click on
THIS WEEK at the MEETING
HOUSE

Announcements
Announcements

OH, Did you happen to hear? Seems there was a storm of some sort. Sooo....

Keep checking the website www.uumh.org for updates on commiitee meetings and events in
the UUMH space.

FUNdraising Committee Announces
New Co-chairs
Nina McCormick and Will Hilldreth are heading up

Some of the many, many messages we
received:

the FUNdraising Committee! Many thanks to
Kathleen Henry for her leadership the past few years.
She passes the baton to these two extremely talented
and devoted vounteers.
The FUNdraising Committee is always seeking new
members. Contact Nina or Will for more information.
(It’s FUN!)

“So sorry the UU was part of that... I do hope
the flood event is behind you all. “
Denise DeMirjian

“I am an ark in the swift flood
of time,
and my companions,

“Hope you’re all dried out. That storm was a
force of nature for sure.”
Andrea Pluhar, Chatham UU

a fellowship.
Who throws in with us
sails into light.”
Rumi

“Sending my positive thoughts and energy
from NYC.”
Mike Syers

Announcements
RACIAL JUSTICE PROVINCETOWN
Announcements
Announcements
Announcements
~ MISSION: to come together as a diverse community group to work for racial justice in Provincetown

Honoring Black History Month: Carter G.Woodson founded Black History Week in 1926.

'HOPE
is the thing inside us that insists, despite all the evidence

In February 1976, the week became BLACK HISTORY MONTH.
NAACP: National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

to the contrary, that something better awaits us if we have the
courage to reach for it, and to work for it, and to fight for it.''

was established February 12, 1909.

~ President Barack Obama:

Recently a group of dedicated High school and college students, corporate organizations, community leaders, Interfaith
communities and many other Cape Cod advocates came together in partnership to bring a White Privilege Symposium to the
Nauset Regional High School in Eastham, Ma. This symposium was to provide insight toward Understanding and Challenging Privilege, One Ally at a Time.
This two-day symposium brought professional keynote speakers and workshop leaders together for an exciting gathering, examining concepts of diversity, power, privilege, leadership and oppression. Several members from our Racial Justice Provincetown group attended many of the workshops offered.
We invited one workshop, Restoring My African Soul, an African American journey, to Provincetown and the presenters: Robin J. Miller and James W. Miller joined us in our
celebration of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s 89th birthday observance examining the issues through the powerful expressions of art and poetry by Robin. The workshop concluded
with an open community discussion on how do we use this knowledge to move forward. This opportunity engaged our diverse gathering to openly share our personal stories, many of
which painfully expressed. It was a time to listen without interruptions to deep, direct stories and to questions which addressed racial injustice environments on Cape Cod.
Yes, even in Provincetown, we needed to speak! We exchanged stories~questioning racial injustice, raising
an awareness to firmly address and strategize against racism, bigotry and discrimination. I, too, was inspired to
share my personal Black experience which evoked pain from past/present years of racism, discrimination and
entitlements which came to the surface with tears and sadness. Every story needed to be told. That afternoon a
community came together through words, art and personal stories, to face the realities of racism, bigotry and
discriminationcame together to create in our communities profound respect for the inherent worth and dignity
of every person! Will you join us on this journey: ''the courage to reach for it ,work for it and to fight for it''

Photo:Robin J. Miller and James W. Miller, presenters

~ RACIAL JUSTICE PROVINCETOWN NEXT MEETING: Feb,, 21st 5 to 7 PM at temporary new
location: Province Landing, front bldg. 90 Shank Painter Rd. Provincetown. If you are able, please
bring a community - potluck to share. Thank you! ALL ARE WELCOME!!
~ VIGIL: STAND FOR JUSTICE AND PEACE SAT. FEB. 17TH. @ NOON -1PM Town Hall
~ Celebrating Black History Month: SOUNDS OF UNITY EVENT: Building Racial and Cultural
Bridges through SONGS SUN., FEB. 18TH. 4PM - 6PM: LOCATION TO BE DETERMINED! Watch for further Racial Justice announcements

Pastor Brenda Haywood, Racial Justice Provincetown,chair

Social Action Committee
The Unitarian Universalist Social Action Committee is proud to present an eight week series of interviews and documentary films that are current & thought provoking. Won’t you
join us at the Provincetown Public Library @ 2 pm, each Sunday, throughout February & March
as we share with you this diverse array of topics. You can expect from us: a warm Welcome, refreshments,
and conversation that welcomes all voices, expressions and perspectives. We hope you will join us in this Community~wide offering. No fee. Free! so bring your friends!

FEBRUARY 4

FEBRUARY 11

THE NEW TRANSGENDER MOVEMENT: RACE, POVERTY, GENDER, POLICING,

ADAPT

AND PINKWASHING

Americans Disabled for Accessible Public Transit adopted the acronym ADAPT, since the

Almost 50 years ago, the modern LGBT movement was born in a riot in the West Village of New

group's initial issue was to get wheelchair accessible lifts on buses. In 1978, protests by a group

York City. In this episode, Laura Flander interview author and law professor Dean Spade on

of demonstrators referred to as The Gang of Nineteen, were

poverty, prisons, and the new transgender civil rights movement. And later in the show, an

members from the Atlantis Community. In 1983, they started ADAPT after several years of

exclusive preview from Dean Spade's new film about pinkwashing - The act of using support for

local bus protests. Nineteen members of the Atlantis Community chanted "We Will Ride" and

LGBT issues to cover up other human rights abuses..

blocked buses with their wheelchairs, staying in the streets all night. Our Journey: “There is

DARK MATTER

a place we go to every time we go to a National Action. It is not a physical place, but rather a

"Trans people aren’t the problem, gender binaries are,” so says Alok Vaid-Menon of Dark

place within ourselves where the candle of human dignity burns at its brightest and the pursuit

Matter, a transgender South Asian performance duo with Janani Balasubramanian. Dark Matter

of choice drives us to remarkable outcomes. We access this place all across the country where

are playing to sold out audiences in theatres and art spaces around the world with their passion-

justice has been denied, and it is within this place where we the people demonstrate our power.

ate, political poetry that explores race, gender, internationalism, liberation, and more, including a

When we arrive at this place, we are fueled in equal parts by love and rage. The rage is for the

fierce critique of what they see as mainstream LGBT politics. Vaid-Menon also works with The

inequities in our society. The love is for ourselves, the person next to us, those we left behind,

Audre Lorde Project; Janani Balasubramanian is the primary organizer at the Queer Detainee

our communities now, those who come after us, and even the people who have no idea (yet)

Empowerment Project, a contributing writer at Black Girl Dangerous, and is working on a

about the struggle for independence that people with disabilities face daily.”

science fiction novel.

SELF GOVERNANCE - THE SOUTHERN MOVEMENTS' WAY
Laura Flander partnered with Project South, an anchor organization of the Southern Movement
Assemblies, and is joined by co-host LaDie Mansfield of Whitakers, NC. At the annual gathFEBRUARY 18
AMERICA, I TOO

The Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights (CHIRLA), presents its second Know Your Rights
film; "America; I Too", starring Academy Award nominee Barkhad Abdi.

ering of the Southern Movement Assemblies where a living experiment in popular democracy
and local self governance is explored. A lot of the worst of the American experience has it roots
inthe US South, but so does much of the best, from slave revolts, to abolition, to organized
labor and civil rights. What grassroots progressives do there matters; Stay tuned!!

MOVEMENTS ARE MESSY. MOVEMENTS ARE NOT LINEAR

FEBRUARY 18

350.org's communications director, Thanu Yakupitiyage, connects immigrant rights to climate
justice.
IMMIGRANTS DREAM OF SANCTUARY
Can sanctuary exist in a state that still insists on broken windows policing? Laura Flanders talks
with Ravi Ragbir and Sara Gozalo of The New Sanctuary Coalition of New York City who
describe pushing back state pressure and creating real sanctuary, communally, through
partnering not policing.

WHOSE STREETS? GOING BEYOND THE HEADLINES OF THE FERGUSON STORY
Laura Flanders talks with one of the directors of the documentary Whose Streets? As the news
cameras left Ferguson, after the police killing of Michael Brown, Sabaah Folayan and her team
stayed on to document what happens to people subjected to police violence as a matter of
routine.
RESISTANCE AND REVOLUTIONARY POETRY
Poet-Activist Aja Monet talks about free-speech, accountability, the poet June Jordan and the
fight for Palestinian liberation. All that, and her new book My Mother was a Freedom Fighter.
CHOKEHOLD: POLICING BLACK MEN - PAUL BUTLER

March films on next page

On the third anniversary of #TamirRice's murder by police, a reminder that existing while
Black is often a fatal offense in America. #BlackLivesMatter Former prosecutor Paul Butler
talks abouthis book Chokehold: Policing Black Men. And the film Dispatches from Cleveland
documents the community organizing that changed the prosecutor's office in Cleveland in the
wake of the killing of Tamir Rice.

MARCH 4
TRACING THE ARC OF JUSTICE:Waging love and watching resilient wildlife
Marking the one year anniversary of the 2016 election, Laura Flanders asks two
charismatic leaders how they keep their spirits brave. Reverend Dr Jacqui Lewis is
senior minister at New York’s Middle Collegiate Church and a contributor to the 2017
collection Faith and Resistance in the Age of Trump. Adrienne Maree Brown is co-editor
of Octavia’s Brood, Science Fiction from Social Justice Movements, ...& Emergent
Strategy: Shaping Change, Changing Worlds in which she urges activists to become as
open to change as Nature is.
A NEW POLITICS OF LIBERATION
100 years after the Russian Revolution of 1917, and almost ten years after the financial
crisis that drove a stake of austerity through many of our surviving social democracies,

MARCH 11
PLANNING FOR CLIMATE DISASTER
An interview with Marxist geographer David Harvey who weighs in on natural and not so
natural disasters ...and how we might organize our cities better to avoid them. Then, Thanu
Yakupitiyage from 350.org explains why climate justice requires that we make movements
that will reverse our policies on refugees.
SEEKING REASON DURING CHAOS
Laura Flander meets with David Harvey to talk about the spirals of capitalism and his new
book Marx, Capital, and the Madness of Economic Reason. We also hear from filmmaker
Pau Faus who captured in his film Ada for Mayor the unlikely, successful, campaign of
Barcelona's Ada Colau, from activism to governance.

Laura Flanders talks about alternatives to both soviet-style socialism and Wall-Street
style financial capitalism,...and we consider “what might the movements look like that
take us to that new place?”

MARCH 18
Catherine Russo produced & presents two documentary films that delve
into issues about Women’s Rights in Central America and how US policies

Editor’s Note:
Putting together
a film series

negatively impact their struggles.

is tremendously
time-consuming.
MARCH 25

THE SECRET REASON WE EAT MEAT_LIVE KINDLY
Watch The Secret Reason We Eat Meat with social psychologist Dr. Melanie Joy!
“To livekindly means to live in a way which shows appreciation to our humanity,
our home and those who share it with us. Inspired by the notion that Mother Nature’s
intricate design is arguably flawless, the LK community have come together to build
a home for informative and thought-provoking content, focusing on sustainable and
compassionate living. Our values are in alignment with the social responsibility we
all have to empower others, to be honest with the information we share and to be

It is a profoundly
creative endeavor: committing to artistic choices which
will affect the hearts and minds of viewers.
It is also a political and, in this case, justice-seeking
ministry that aims to open us to new ideas and
sensations. We are grateful to the
Social Action Committee for all its work and devotion.

strong even when the odds may feel as though they’re stacked
against us.”
THE STORY OF STUFF
Documentry by Annie Leonard
Annie says “It'll teach you something, it'll make you laugh, and it just may change the
way you look at all the stuff in your life forever.” From its extraction through sale,
use and disposal, all the stuff in our lives affects communities at home and abroad, yet
most of this is hidden from view. The Story of Stuff is a 20-minute, fast-paced, factfilled look at the underside of our production and consumption patterns & exposes
the connections between a huge number of environmental and social issues, calling us
together to create a more sustainable and just world.

>>>>>>>>>>>>>
NEXT PAGE: A POSTER FOR THIS
SERIES THAT YOU CAN
REPRODUCE AND POST!

Short Documentary Films &
Interviews_Sunday’s @ 2pm
Current & thought provoking!

Free_Diverse_Refreshing_Refreshments_Open Conversation

February & March_2018

February 4_The New Transgender Movement
Race, Poverty, Gender, Policing, & Pinkwashing
Dark Matter:“Trans people aren’t the problem,
gender binaries are.”
February 11_ADAPT Americans Disabled for
Accessible Public Transit adopted the acronym
ADAPT, since the group's initial issue was to get
wheelchair accessible lifts on buses.
SELF GOVERNANCE - THE SOUTHERN
MOVEMENTS' WAY
February 18_AMERICA, I TOO The Coalition for
Humane Immigrant Rights.
MOVEMENTS ARE MESSY …and
IMMIGRANTS DREAM OF SANCTUARY
February 25_Whose Streets? Going beyond the
headlines of the Ferguson story.

c o n t . Fe b r u a r y 2 5 _ R E S I STA N C E A N D
REVOLUTIONARY POETRY …and
CHOKEHOLD The Policing of Blank Men.
March 4_TRACING THE ARC OF JUSTICE:
Waging love and watching resilient wildlife
A NEW POLITICS OF LIBERATION Alternatives
to both soviet-style socialism and Wall-Street
style financial capitalism.
March 11_PLANNING FOR CLIMATE DISASTER
…and SEEKING REASON DURING CHAOS
March 18_Catherine Russo Produced &
Presents two documentary films that delve into
Women’s Rights in Central America and how US
policies negatively impacts their struggles.
March 25_The Secret Reason We Eat Meat Live
Kindly.
The Story of Stuff …by Annie Leonard

The arc of the moral universe may be long, but it bends towards justice.””
Martin Luther King, Jr. quoting Unitarian Minister Theodore Parker

MLK, JR. DAY
WELLFLEET

"Everybody can be great ... because
anybody can serve. You don't
have to have a college degree to
serve. You don't have to make your
subject and verb agree to serve. You
Kathy Phipps, Mary Abt, Kate Wallace Rodgers, Rev. Kate, Lisa Bergeron

only need a heart full of grace. A
soul generated by love."
Martin Luther King, Jr.

I found this graffiti on the wall of a
WWII bunker in Bermuda:
“Love is this feeling you get when
you are about to get a feeling you

“Love is any experience in which the illusion

never felt before.” David Atkinson

of separation falls away and all that remains
is the awareness of oneness.” Jane Bunker

“Love is having someone open cans of
dog food for me because I can’t with my
accident.”
Lawrence

“Love is not something we give or get;
it is something that we nurture and
grow, a connection that can only be
cultivated between two people when
it exists within each one of them— we
can only love others as much as we
love ourselves.” by Brenè Brown
submitted by Kat Black
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